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• Stabilizing premiums under the Affordable Care Act : state efforts to reduce adverse selection / Washington, DC : Urban Institute, 2013.
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• Annual report of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission to the Congress of the United States and to the governors and legislators of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas / Ocean Springs, MS: Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission, 2006-
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• State budget update: [month, year] / NCSL. Fiscal Affairs Program. -- Denver, CO: NCSL, 2003-
• State expenditure report / Washington, DC: National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO), 1999-
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• Income, poverty, and health insurance coverage in the United States: [yr.] / Washington, DC: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2008-
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• Custodial mothers and fathers and their child support / Washington, DC: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2007-
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• When men murder women: an analysis of [yr.] homicide data. Females murdered by males in single victim/single offender incidents / Washington, DC: Violence Policy Center, 2011-
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• The condition of education / Washington, DC: National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 2012-
• K-12 education comparative data report / Atlanta, GA: CSG. Southern Legislative Conference, 2001-
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• Teachers' Retirement System of Louisiana comprehensive annual financial report: a component unit of the State of Louisiana / Baton Rouge, LA: Teachers' Retirement System of La., 2000-
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• Louisiana hazardous waste importation/exportation for [yr.]/ Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana. Department of Environmental Quality, 2008-
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• Women in state legislatures [yr] / NCSL. Women's Legislative Network. -- Denver, CO : NCSL, 2009-
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• Cancer facts and figures for African Americans, [yrs.] / Atlanta, GA : American Cancer Society, 2007-
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• F as in fat : how obesity threatens America's future / Washington, DC : Trust for America's Health, 2011-

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
• The NEA almanac of higher education / National Education Association. -- Washington, DC : NEA Communications Services, 2009-
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• Governmental plans answer book / Calhoun, Carol V.; Moore, Cynthia L.; Brainard, Keith. -- Austin, TX : Aspen Publishers, 2007-
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TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
• Teachers' Retirement System of Louisiana actuarial valuation / [s.l.] : S.J. Actuarial Associates, 2007-
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